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11 Networks and decision
mathematics

11.1 Overview
Whether you are building a skyscraper or working on various projects in your small business, critical
path analysis is essential for staying on budget, meeting deadlines, and managing personnel efficiently.
Critical path techniques can be done with a pen and paper, but as a project becomes larger, it becomes
more necessary to implement modern software. Although there are many types of software to assist you in
finding critical paths, you will still need to understand the basic mathematical concepts in order to correctly
reach your project goals.

Critical path analysis handles human resources and materials; the mathematics of network flow deal with
the flow of resources such as water, oil, electricity or information through a given network. Imagine trying
to maximise the amount of water that flows through a pipe system, determine the quickest way to shut
down an oil leak in a gas field, or increase the amount of data flowing through a communications network.
Problems such as these can be solved using the algorithms of network flow.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
11.1 Overview
11.2 Critical paths
11.3 Critical path analysis with backward scanning
11.4 Network flow
11.5 Bipartite graphs and the Hungarian algorithm
11.6 Review: exam practice

Fully worked solutions for this chapter are available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at
www.jacplus.com.au.
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11.2 Critical paths
11.2.1 Activity charts and networks
No matter what we do in our lives, there are many tasks that
we must fit into our daily schedule. If the daily tasks are
not organised, we tend to run out of time or double-book
ourselves. Similarly, operations such as major construction
tasks must be efficiently planned so that the right people and
materials are at the right place, at the right time. If one of
these components is wrong, then time, and therefore money,
is wasted. To demonstrate the advantages of planning, we
will use a simple example.

Michelle organises the things she has to do, to allow time
for the activities she wants to do. (These activities include
getting up early for half an hour of tai chi, and taking her
dog for a run.)

While getting ready for school in the morning, Michelle
is faced with the following problem. She has three tasks
to do: downloading her emails from the computer, reading
the emails and eating her breakfast. The first two tasks take
1 minute and 2 minutes respectively, while the last takes
6 minutes in all. Michelle needs to complete all these tasks
in 7 minutes. How might she accomplish this?

Clearly, Michelle needs to be able to do some tasks
simultaneously. The following table demonstrates what
might happen each minute.

Time Activity Activity

1stminute Download emails

2ndminute Eat breakfast

3rdminute Eat breakfast

4thminute Eat breakfast

5thminute Eat breakfast Read emails

6thminute Eat breakfast Read emails

7thminute Eat breakfast

A, 6

B, 1

Left vertex represents

the start

Right vertex

represents

the end

Middle vertex represents

an immediate predecessor

C, 2

More complex activities require a
much greater amount of planning and
analysis. Another way of representing this
information is in a network diagram. A
network diagram can be used to represent
the ‘flow’ of activities.

In the network diagram, the edges of our
network represent the three activities of
eating (A), downloading (B) and reading (C).
The left vertex represents the start of allPdf_Folio:392
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activity, the right vertex represents the end of all activity, and the middle vertex indicates that the
downloading must occur before the reading starts. In other words, downloading (B) is the immediate
predecessor of reading (C).

Another way of representing this information is in an activity chart, which shows the durations (times)
of interdependencies (predecessors).

Activity letter Activity Predecessor Time (min)

A Eat breakfast — 6

B Download emails — 1

C Read emails B 2

This activity chart also shows that activity B (downloading) is the immediate predecessor of activity C
(reading), and that the other two activities (B and A) have no predecessors.

An alternative network diagram is shown below.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

This network diagram also indicates a direction. The activities can only be undertaken in a certain
sequence (C must follow B), so arrowheads are shown on the edges. Because of the implied direction,
networks of this type are called directed networks. (The edges in a directed network represent a one-way
path between the vertices.)

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

Prepare a network diagram from the activity chart below.

Activity letter Activity Predecessor Time (min)

A Eat breakfast — 6

B Download emails — 1

C Read emails B 2

THINK WRITE

1. Begin the network diagram by drawing the starting vertex.

2. The table shows that two activities have no predecessor, so they
are the starting activities in the network diagram. To show this,
draw two edges out from the first vertex in step 1.

B

A

3. As activity A is not the predecessor of any other activities, its path
will end at the last vertex. Activity B is a predecessor for activity
C, so a new vertex needs to be drawn to link the two paths.

CB

A

4. Add arrows to the network diagram to indicate the activities flow
direction. Lastly, write the times next to each activity.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

Let us now extend the activity chart to a more complex set of activities for Michelle’s morning routine.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2

From the activity chart below, prepare a network diagram of Michelle’s morning schedule.

Activity letter Activity Predecessor Time (min)

A Prepare breakfast — 4

B Cook breakfast A 2

C Eat breakfast B,E,G 6

D Have shower A 4

E Get dressed D 4

F Brush teeth C,H 2

G Download email A 1

H Read email B,E,G 2

Total time 25

THINK WRITE

1. Begin the network diagram by drawing
the starting vertex.

2. a. Examine the table looking for activities
that have no predecessors. There must
be at least one of these.

Activity A has no predecessors.

b. This activity becomes the first edge and
is labelled with its activity letter.

A

3. a. List all activities for which A is the
immediate predecessor. This is provided
in the table.

Activity B has A as an immediate predecessor.
Activity D has A as an immediate predecessor.
Activity G has A as an immediate predecessor.

b. Add a vertex to the end of the edge for
activity A, and an arrow indicating
direction of flow.

A

D

B

Gc. Create one edge from this vertex for
each of the listed activities.
Label these edges with their activity
letters.
Note: The end vertex for each of these
activities is not drawn until either you
are certain that it is not the immediate
predecessor of any later activities, or all
activities have been completed.
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4. Repeat step 3 for activity D.
Since it is the only immediate
predecessor of activity E, this can be
added to the diagram. Otherwise,
activity E could not be added yet.

A

D E

B

G

5. a. Repeat step 3 for activities B and G.
They have no activities for which they
are the only predecessors. Since activity
C is preceded by all of B, G and E, join
all the edges at a single vertex.

A

D E

CB

G

b. Add activity C after this joining vertex.
Note that activity H is also preceded by
all of B, G and H but not by activity C.

6. Determine whether activity C and
H are independent of each other.
Neither C nor H are predecessors of each
other. Since they are independent, activity
H starts from the same vertex as activity C.

H

A

D E

CB

G

7. The last activity is F, which has C and H
as its immediate predecessors. Therefore
join C and H with a vertex, then add an
edge for F.

Since F is the final activity, also add
the end vertex.

H

A

D E

C F
B

G

8. Add the time required for each activity
next to its letter.

H, 2

A, 4

D, 4

C, 6 F, 2

E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

Now that the tasks have been reduced to a network diagram, we can use the diagram to help Michelle
reduce the total time spent (duration) on all these tasks. If all the tasks were spread out in a straight line so
that no tasks were completed at the same time, then her morning routine would take 25 minutes (see the
activity chart). The diagram shows that some of Michelle’s tasks can take place at the same time. Let us
investigate the time savings available.

11.2.2 Forward scanning and earliest start time
By forward scanning through a network we can calculate the earliest start times for each activity and the
earliest completion time for the whole project.

The earliest start time (EST) is the earliest that any activity can be started after all prior
activities have been completed.

The EST is determined by looking at all the previous activities, starting with the immediate predecessors,
and working back to the start of the project. An activity can start no earlier than the completion of such
predecessors. Obviously, the EST for the first activity is 0.
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To determine the time saving, first determine the earliest start time for each activity. As an example, we
will return to Michelle’s initial three tasks.

WORKED EXAMPLE 3

Use forward scanning to determine the earliest completion time for Michelle’s initial three tasks
from Worked example 1.

THINK WRITE

1. Begin with the network diagram.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

2. Separate all vertices into two halves.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

3. The earliest start time for each vertex is entered in
the left-hand side of the vertex. Vertices with no
immediate predecessors are given the value of zero.

As activities B and A have no
immediate predecessor, their earliest
start time is zero.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

0

4. Move to another vertex and enter the earliest start
time in the left-hand side. In the case of activity C it
must wait one minute while its immediate
predecessor, B, is completed.

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

1

0

5. The last vertex’s earliest start time is entered. When
more than one edge joins at a vertex then the
earliest start time is the largest value of the paths to
this vertex. This is because all tasks along these
paths must be completed before the job is finished.

There are two paths converging at the final
vertex. The top path takes 3minutes to complete
and the bottom path, 6minutes. The larger value, 6,
is entered in the vertex.

Path B − C = 1 + 2 = 3minutes
Path A = 6minutes

A, 6

B, 1 C, 2

6

1

0

6. The earliest completion time is the value in the final
vertex.

All tasks can be completed in
6minutes.

It is important for anybody planning many tasks to know which tasks can be delayed and which tasks
must be completed immediately. In Worked example 3, the eating must be commenced immediately if the
six-minute time is to be attained, whereas downloading the emails could be delayed three minutes and still
allow enough time for them to be read while Michelle is eating.

Interactivity Critical path analysis (int-6290)
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WORKED EXAMPLE 4

Using all the activities listed in Michelle’s morning routine in Worked example 2, find the earliest
completion time and hence identify those tasks that may be delayed without extending the
completion time.

THINK WRITE

1. Draw a directed network with
split circles at each vertex.
Include arrows to show the
direction of Michelle’s morning
routine.

F, 2

H, 2
A, 4

D, 4

C, 6

E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

2. Begin forward scanning. The
earliest start time for the first
three vertices in the path can be
entered immediately.

H, 2

C, 6 F, 2

A, 4

D, 4 E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

4

8

0

3. Calculate the time values for the
paths to the fourth vertex. As
there are multiple time values
that could be entered, enter the
largest value into the left-hand
side of the vertex. This ensures
all tasks are completed along
these paths.

A–D–E = 4 + 4 + 4
= 12minutes

A–B = 4 + 2
= 6minutes

A–G = 4 + 1
= 5minutes

H, 2

C, 6 F, 2

A, 4

D, 4 E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

0 4

8

12

4. Repeat step 3 for the next vertex.
Note that calculations begin by
using the time from the previous
vertex (12minutes) . Again,
select the higher time value and
enter it into the vertex.

A–E–C = 12 + 6
= 18minutes

A–E–H = 12 + 2
= 14minutes

H, 2

C, 6 F, 2

A, 4

D, 4 E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

0 4

8

12 18

5. There is only one path to the last
activity (F). Add its time
requirement to that of the
previous vertex (18minutes).

A–C–F = 18 + 2
= 20minutes

Earliest completion time is 20minutes.

H, 2

C, 6 F, 2

A, 4

D, 4 E, 4

B, 2

G, 1

0 4

8

12 18 20
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6. The time in the last vertex
indicates the earliest completion
time of the morning routine.

Earliest completion time is 20minutes.

7. Now find out which tasks can be
delayed without extending the
completion time of Michelle’s
routine. Identify the vertices that
have more than one path to reach
them. There are two verticies in
this network, the 4th and 5th
vertices. Examine the first one
(the 4th vertex).

B, 2

D, 4 E, 4

G, 1

4 12

8

8. List and total the time along each
path to the 4th vertex of the
network. The largest value
indicates the path that cannot be
delayed. Write down the paths
that can be delayed.

D–E = 4 + 4 = 8minutes
B = 2minutes
G = 1minute

Paths B and G can be delayed.

9. Repeat step 8 for the 5th vertex.

H, 2

C, 6
12 18

C = 6minutes
H = 2minutes
H can be delayed.

11.2.3 Critical paths and latest start time

The path through the network that follows those activities that cannot be delayed
without causing the entire project to be delayed is called the critical path.

Therefore, the critical path for the activities in the previous section would be A–D–E–C–F, which is the
path with the longest time (20 minutes).

Float time is the maximum time an activity can be suspended without delaying
the entire project. that is non-critical activies.

The latest start time (LST) for such activities is defined as the latest time they may be started without
delaying the project.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 5

B, 2

D, 4 E, 4

G, 1

4 12

8
Work out the float time for activities B and G in Worked
example 4, and hence identify the latest starting time
for these activities.

THINK WRITE

1. List all the paths to the 4th vertex and the
times for these alternatives.

D–E = 4 + 4
= 8minutes

B = 2minutes
G = 1minute

2. To calculate the float times for B and G,
subtract the smaller times separately from the
maximum time.

Float time for activity B = 8 − 2
= 6minutes

Float time for activity G = 8 − 1
= 7minutes

3. To identify the latest starting time for B and
G, look up the earliest completion time for
the activity on the critical path and subtract
the activities’ times.

D–E is on the critical path. Earliest
completion time = 12 minutes
Latest start time for activity B = 12 − 2

= 10minutes
Latest start time for activity G = 12 − 1

= 11minutes

The float times indicate the amount of time for which these activities can be suspended without delaying
the completion of all tasks. Furthermore, activity B could begin up to 6 minutes (10 − 4) after the start of
the critical activity (D), while G could begin up to 7 minutes (11 − 4) after the same critical activity (D).
There will be a more formal treatment of float time in the next section.

Exercise 11.2 Critical paths

1. WE 1 From each of the activity charts below, prepare a network diagram.

a.
Activity Immediate predecessor

A —

B —

C A

b.
Activity Immediate predecessor

D —

E D

F D

G E, F
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2. a. Activity Immediate predecessor

A —

B A

C A

D C

E B

F B

G F

H D,E,G
J D,E,G
I J,H

b. Activity Immediate predecessor

N —

OB N

P O, T

Q P

R —

S N

T S, Y

U O, T

V O, T

W V

X Y

Y R

Z U, X

3. WE 2, 3 When a laptop computer is being assembled the following processes must be performed.

Activity letter Activity Predecessor Time (min)

A Install memory board — 2

B Test hard drive A 20

C Install hard drive B, E 4

D Install I/O ports A 5

E Install CD-ROM D 3

F Test CD-ROM E 5

G Install operating system C, F 10

H Test assembled computer G 12

Total time 61

a. From the activity chart, prepare a network diagram of the laptop assembly process.
b. Determine the earliest completion time for all tasks to be completed.
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Refer to the network diagram shown to answer questions 4 and 5. Times shown are in minutes.

A, 7 C, 12

B, 9

D, 8 F, 9

E, 4

4. MC Which of the following statements is true?
A. Activity A is an immediate predecessor of F.
B. Activity D is an immediate predecessor of F.
C. Activity F must be done before activity D.
D. Activity F must be done before activity E.

5. MC The minimum time taken to complete all activities is
A. 13minutes. B. 21minutes. C. 26minutes. D. 28minutes.

6. WE 3, 4 Refer to the network diagram shown.

B, 2 C, 5

A, 3

D, 9 G, 8

H, 11

E, 6 F, 4

a. Produce an activity chart for the network diagram.
b. Use forward scanning to determine the earliest completion time.
c. Identify tasks that may be delayed without increasing the earliest completion time.
d. Determine the critical path for the network.

Refer to the network diagram shown to answer questions 7 to 10.

B, 4

C, 5

A, 3

D, 6

G, 18

H, 8

J, 6

E, 5

F, 8

0

3 9

5

7. a. Produce an activity chart for the network diagram.
b. Determine which activities have float time and hence calculate their float times.
c. Find the critical path.
d. Determine the latest start time for all non-critical activities.

8. MC The number required in the left-hand side of the vertex after activities B and F is
A. 4. B. 13. C. 5. D. 8.

9. MC The number required in the left-hand side of the vertex after activity E is
A. 5. B. 9. C. 10. D. 18.

10. MC The earliest completion time for all tasks is
A. 27. B. 24. C. 21. D. 17.
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11. a. Refer to the network diagram. Find the earliest start
time for each vertex shown. B, 15

C, 12A, 10

D, 8
G, 6

H, 10 M, 7

L, 8 K, 9

J, 11

E, 10

F, 25

b. Hence, find the earliest completion time for the project.
c. Find the critical path.
d. Determine which activies have float time.

12. Following is a recipe for cheese and broccoli muffins.

Cheese and broccoli muffins
Directions
A — Chop broccoli (4 min).
B — Steam/boil broccoli. While steaming, measure out your

ingredients in separate bowls (8 min).
Note: Steps C, D and E are being performed
simultaneously as the broccoli is steaming.

C — Measure cheese (2 min).
D — Measure wet ingredients (2 min).
E — Measure dry ingredients (2 min).
F — Whisk wet ingredients (2 min).
G — Remove broccoli from steamer (1 min).
H — Combine broccoli, cheese and wet ingredients (3 min).
I — Combine these with the dry ingredients (3 min).
J — Preheat oven to 180°C (10min).
K — Prepare muffin tins (2 min).
L — Spoon mixture into prepared muffin tins (5 min).
M — Place in hot oven for 25minutes (25min)
N — Check with skewer in centre after 25minutes to make

sure the muffins are cooked through (1 min).
O — Once cooked, remove from oven and allow to cool for

5minutes (5 min).

Ingredients
1.5 cups of raw broccoli
1.25 cups of cheese
0.75 cup of milk
2 large eggs
0.25 cup of vegetable oil
1.5 cups of self-raising flour
Salt and pepper
Cooking at 180°C for 25min

a. Create an activity chart for making cheese and broccoli muffins.
b. Use the activity chart to draw a network diagram.
c. Determine the critical path and minimum completion time for the entire recipe.
d. Determine which activities have float times and calculate these float times.
e. Would there be a change to the minimum completion time if C, D and E each took 1 minute longer?
f. Explain your answer to part c.
g. Would there be a change to the minimum completion time if C, D and E each took 5 minutes

longer?
h. Explain your answer to part e.
i. If step L took 9 minutes, what would happen to the project time?

13. a. Give an example of a familiar project where simultaneous activities can be implemented in order to
reduce the minimum completion time for the entire project.

b. Describe a familiar project where it is impossible to create simultaneous activities.
c. For part a, draw a network diagram of the project.
d. For part b, draw a network diagram of the project.
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14. The following network diagram describes the process of preparing a burger. John made an incorrect
assumption when drawing the network diagram.

Prepare toppings, 5 mins

10 mins 3 mins 1 min 1 min

Place burger and

toppings on bun

Apply condiments

to bunsToast bunsCook burgers

Butter bun, 1 min

Heat pan

3 mins

a. Describe John’s incorrect assumption.
b. Redraw the network to simulate the correct cooking

process, including changes to the earliest start times.
c. How does John’s incorrect assumption affect the earliest

completion time?
d. What is the new earliest completion time?

15. a. Can a project have no critical path? Explain your answer.
b. Can a project have multiple critical paths? Explain your answer.

11.3 Critical path analysis with backward scanning
11.3.1 Backward scanning
With more complex projects requiring the coordination of many activities, it is necessary to record more
information on the network diagrams and to display the information using charts.

In the previous section the float times and the critical path were worked out using somewhat informal
methods. In this section a more formal method will be shown to enable float times to be calculated and the
critical path to be determined. This method involves backward scanning.

To complete critical path analysis, a procedure called backward scanning must be performed. In forward
scanning, we record the earliest start time for an activity in the left-hand side of each vertex; in backward
scanning, we record the latest start time in the right-hand side of each vertex — that is, the latest time that
this activity can start without delaying the project.

Earliest start time

Latest start time

P
8 12 18

Latest start time

Earliest start time

P, 4

Latest start time = 18 – 4

 = 14

Backward scanning starts at the end vertex and moves backward through the network,
subtracting the time of each edge from the earliest start time of each succeeding vertex.
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8

5

4

Latest start time

1218

1215

When two or more paths are followed back to the same vertex the smallest such
difference is recorded. The results of each backward scanning step yield the latest
start time for each activity. Latest start time is the latest time an activity can start
without delaying the project.

Latest start time = 15− 5 (because it is smaller than 18− 4)
= 10

Latest finish time for an activity is equal to the latest start time of the following activity.
Float time is the maximum time that an activity can be delayed without delaying a
subsequent activity on the critical path and thus affecting the earliest completion time.

12 188 14

Latest start time

for P

Latest finish time

for P

Earliest start time

for P

Latest start time

for Q

P, 4 Q

From the above it can be seen that there is a relationship between float time and the other quantities,
namely:

Float time = latest finish time − earliest start time − activity time

The technique of backward scanning is best explained with an example.

WORKED EXAMPLE 6

B, 5

C, 6A, 3

D, 2

The network diagram at right has been constructed for a
project manager. Use forward and backward scanning
to clearly display the critical path and to list any float times.

THINK WRITE

1. Forward scan through the network and record
the earliest start time for each activity in the
left-hand side of the appropriate vertex. The
beginning vertex is between paths A and B.

B, 5

C, 6A, 3

D, 2

90

5

3

Along path C: 9 − 6 = 3
Along path D: 9 − 2 = 7
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2. a. Begin backward scanning.
Start at the end vertex and trace backwards
along all paths from this vertex.

B, 5

A, 3 C, 6

D, 2

9 90

5 7

3 3

b. Subtract the times of the activities along
each path from the earliest completion time
(9) and record the value in the right-hand
side of the previous vertex. These values
are the latest start times for the activities
along the path.

Latest start time for activity C = 3
Latest start time for activity D = 7

3. Repeat the process backwards through the
diagram. Where two (or more) paths come
together at a vertex (activities A and B),
record the smaller value in the right-hand
side of the vertex.

Along path A: 3 − 3 = 0
Along path B: 7 − 5 = 2

Smaller value = 0

B, 5

A, 3 C, 6

D, 2

9 90 0

5 7

3 3

4. The critical path can now be clearly
identified. It is the path that has the same
numbers in both the left and right sides of
any vertex. Remember to include all such
vertices in the critical path.

Critical path shown in blue

B, 5

A, 3 C, 6

D, 2

9 90

5 7

3 3

0

5. a. Float times can now be calculated.

b. Construct a table with the headings shown.
Record the activity times (T), then record
the times from the left-hand side of the
vertices in the earliest start times (EST)
column and the times in the right-hand side
of the vertices in the latest finish times
(LFT) column. Calculate float times using
the equation:

Float = LFT − EST − T

In this example the float times are also the
differences between the corresponding
times in the vertices. This is not the rule in
the general case.

Activity Activity
time

Earliest
start
time

Latest
finish
time

Float
time

A 3 0 3 0

B 5 0 7 2

C 6 3 9 0

D 2 5 9 2

For activity D: Float = 9 − 5 − 2 = 2
For activity C: Float = 3 − 0 − 3 = 0
For activity B: Float = 7 − 0 − 5 = 2
For activity A: Float = 3 − 0 − 3 = 0
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11.3.2 Crashing
The original completion time of some projects may need to be reduced to meet a given deadline. This can
be done by a process known as crashing, which involves shortening the time of activities on the critical
path. Once the time of activities on the critical path has been shortened, we can determine the new critical
path as well as the new earliest completion time for the project.

WORKED EXAMPLE 7

Reggie is a project manager for a construction project. John, his boss, told him that he would
receive a bonus if he could reduce the original completion times for the phases according to the
following chart. Find the new critical path and new completion time for the project.

Phases Original completion times
(weeks)

Time reduction crash
(weeks)

A–B 5 0

A–C 6 2

B–D 8 1

C–E 10 2

D–F 7 1

E–F 5 0

F–G 4 1

F–H 12 1

G–H 7 1

5

A

6

C
10

B 8
D

7 4 7

12
F

5

E

H

G

THINK WRITE

1. First, determine the critical path
for the original project. To start,
forward scan through the
network and record the earliest
start time for each phase in the
left-hand side of the appropriate
vertex.

5

5

A

6

C

10

B 8
13

25

33

D

7 4 7

12
F

5
166

0

E

H

G

21
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2. Backward scan through the
network and record the latest
finish time for each phase in the
right-hand side of the
appropriate vertex.

5

5 6

A

6

C

10

B 8
1314

2526

3333

D

7 4 7

12
F

5
16166 6

0 0

E

H

G

2121

3. Determine the critical path. A–C–E–F–H

4. Determine the earliest
completion time for the original
project. Look at the last vertex
(H). This number indicates the
earliest completion time for this
project: 33 hours.

The earliest completion time for the original project was
33 hours.

5. After subtracting the time
reduction crashes for each
phase, determine the new
critical paths. Use the new phase
times to forward scan and
backward scan.
Forward scan through the
network and record the earliest
start time for each phase in the
left-hand side of the appropriate
vertex.

5

5

A

6
4 10

8

12
11

7
8

6
7

6
7

3
4

C

B 12

29

D

F
5

124

0

E

H

G

6. Backward scan through the
network and record the latest
finish time for each phase in the
right-hand corner of the
appropriate vertex.

5

5 5

A

6
4 10

8

12
11

7
8

6
7

6
7

3
4

C

B 1212

2929

D

F
5

1213

1818

2123

4 5

0 0

E

H

G

7. Determine the new critical path
after crashing.

A–B–D–F–H

8. Determine the new minimum
completion time after crashing.
Look at the last vertex (H). This
number indicates the earliest
completion time for this project
after crashing: 29 hours.

The earliest completion time for the project after
crashing is 29 hours.

Interactivity Crashing (int-6286)
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Units 3 & 4 Topic 7 Sequence 1 Concept 2

Loans, investments and annuities Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 11.3 Critical path analysis with backward scanning

For questions 1 and 2, refer to the network diagram shown. Times are in minutes.
1. WE 6 For the network diagram shown, use forward and backward

scanning to clearly display the critical path and to list any float times.
Times are in minutes.

A, 12

C, 4

E, 3

B, 9 D, 112. MC The earliest completion time for all tasks is
A. 13minutes. B. 17minutes. C. 19minutes. D. 20minutes.

For questions 3 and 4, refer to the network diagram at right. Times are in hours.
3. For the network diagram shown, use forward and backward scanning

to clearly display the critical path and to list any float times for non-
critical activities. Times are in hours.

A, 3 C, 7

E, 2D, 6

B, 4

F, 3

G, 6

4. MC The earliest completion time for all tasks is
A. 19 hours. B. 10 hours. C. 12 hours. D. 13 hours.

5. Complete the figure at right by forward and backward
scanning and hence

B, 11

A, 7

D, 3

C, 4 G, 8

F, 6

E, 12

a. determine the earliest completion time
b. indicate the critical path.
Note: Times are in days.

6. MC The float time for activity D in question 5 is
A. 1 day. B. 2 days. C. 3 days. D. 4 days.

7. MC The latest start time for activity D in question 5 is
A. 18 days. B. 21 days. C. 22 days. D. 25 days.

8. The manufacturing of bicycles can be considered as a 7-step process

A — Collect all the parts —12 minutes
B— Paint frame — 35 minutes
C — Assemble brakes — 16 minutes
D — Assemble gears — 20 minutes
E — Install brakes — 12 minutes
F — Install seat — 5 minutes
G — Final assembly — 18 minutes

(requires A to be completed first)
(requires A to be completed first)
(requires B to be completed first)
(requires C to be completed first)
(requires C to be completed first)
(requires D and E to be completed
first)

a. Construct an activity chart.
b. Construct a network diagram.
c. Determine the earliest completion time using forward and backward scanning.
d. Determine the critical path.
e. Determine the amount of time saved, as a percentage, using the critical path approach versus

completing each task sequentially.
9. In the bicycle manufacturing system described in question 8, activities with float time are

A. A, B, C, D, E, F, G. B. A, B, C, D. C. C, E, F. D. C only.
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10. WE 7 Byron was assigned to create a computer network in his company. The table and network
diagram below detail the process and times that Byron configured for each phase of the project.

Byron’s manager looked at the proposed plan and created amended reductions to the timetable.

Phases Original completion
times (weeks)

Time reduction crash
(weeks)

A–B 10 0

B–C 4 2

B–D 5 1

B–E 12 2

C–E 6 2

D–E 8 1

E–F 8 2

5

4 6

8

8

E

C

F
12

D

A
10

B

a. Determine the original critical path for this project.
b. Determine the original completion time for this project.
c. Determine the new critical path after crashing.
d. Determine the new completion time for this project after crashing.

11. From the network diagram below

B, 4

A, 3

D, 7

C, 6
G, 12

M, 9H, 2

J, 11

F, 5 K, 10 N, 6

L, 3

E, 8

a. complete a forward scan and hence determine the earliest completion time
b. complete a backward scan and hence determine the critical path.

12. From the network diagram at right

B, 4

J, 7D, 3

H, 5
N, 6

L, 3

Q, 5

M, 4

K, 5

E, 5

F, 9

G, 9

P, 10

X, 3

A, 15

C, 10

a. forward scan to determine the earliest
completion time

b. backward scan to determine the critical path
c. determine the float time for activity X.
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13. A method often used in business to display the
critical path is a critical path chart, as shown.

A

0 5 10 15 20

D
E

G H

B C

F

J

Days

The chart indicates that the activities A–B–C–F–J are
the critical path. The chart works as follows.
Activities immediately to the left are immediate
predecessors. For example, A is the immediate
predecessor of B, while D is the immediate predecessor
of E and G.

The length of activity is read off the scale (days) at the top. For example, activity C is 3 days long.
a. Construct a network diagram.
b. Determine the float times for each non-critical activity. (Hint: This can be determined directly from

the critical path chart.)

Questions 14 to 16 refer to the following information.
The construction schedule for a pier in the seaside town of Bendalong is shown below. The network

diagram corresponding to the construction table is also provided.

Phase Normal time
(weeks)

Crash time
(weeks)

Normal cost
($)

Crash cost
($)

Crash cost
($)(per week)

A–C 8 0 4000 0 0

B–C 10 0 8000 0 0

C–D 7 1 6000 8000 2000

C–E 3 0 1500 0 0

C–F 6 1 6000 7000 1000

D–G 5 1 10 000 12 500 2500

E–G 7 0 5000 0 0

F–G 8 1 4000 5000 1000

6

3

7 5

7

8

F

E

A

B

C

D

G

10

8

14. a. What is the critical path of this project?
b. What is the original completion time for this project?
c. What is the earliest this project can be finished after crashing?

15. Calculate each of the following, assuming that the pier construction has a normal cost and crash cost
added for each phase of the project.
a. The total cost of the project before crashing
b. The total cost of the project after crashing
c. The total additional cost of crashing the project
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16. a. The project manager wanted no float times in this project. Create a new table showing the most
efficient way to crash the project further without changing the critical path.

b. Do you think crashing the project will reduce or increase the cost of the project? Explain.
c. Do you have enough information to calculate the cost of crashing the project as described in part a?

Explain.
17. Consider a construction project in which work hours, equipment and materials are used.

a. What would be the purpose of crashing this project?
b. Does crashing a project save money or cost money? Explain your answer.
c. What costs increase as the duration of a project increases?
d. What costs decrease as the duration of a project decreases?
e. What costs typically stay the same regardless of the duration of a project?
f. What problems can occur if you become too aggressive when crashing a project?

11.4 Network flow
11.4.1 Maximum flow
• An application of networks used to

analyse flow of traffic or water is
network flow. These usually involve
directed networks where arrows show
the direction of flow. An example is
described below.

• A driver starts for work in the city at
7.30 am each morning. He lives in an outer
suburb and as he travels from his
driveway through a few streets in his local
neighbourhood, there is not muchtraffic
on the roads. As he joins the road that
connects his suburb to the next suburb,
he notices an increase in the volume of the traffic. As this two-lane road joins the four-lane freeway
into the city, the flow of traffic becomes immense. Cars are following bumper to bumper, with drivers
changing lanes to drive in the fastest lane. The costs involved, financial and otherwise, for those who
participate in the morning rush are significant.

• It is in everyone’s best interest that the traffic flow smoothly and that traffic jams be avoided at all
costs. Engineers use mathematical models of network flow to ensure smooth flow of traffic.

• The network’s starting vertex(es) is called the source. This is where all flows commence. The flow
goes through the network to the end vertex(es) which is called the sink.

• The flow capacity (capacity) of an edge is the maximum amount of flow that an edge can allow if it is
not connected to any other edges.

• The inflow of a vertex is the total of the flows of all edges leading into the vertex.
• The outflow of a vertex is the minimum value obtained when one compares the inflow to the sum of

the capacities of all the edges leaving the vertex.
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• Consider the following figures.

Source Sink

A B C

D

E

F B

10

20100

30

B

80

20100

30

All flow commences at A. It is therefore
the source. All flow converges on F
indicating it is the sink.

B has an inflow of 100. The flow
capacity of the edges leaving B is
30+ 20+ 10 = 60. The outflow is the
minimum of 100 and 60, which is 60.

ln this figure, B still has an inflow of
100 but now the capacity of the
edges leaving B is
80+ 20+ 30 = 130. The outflow
from B is now 100.

The flow capacity of the network is the total flow possible through the entire network.

WORKED EXAMPLE 8

Consider the information presented in the following flow table.

From To Quantity (kilolitres per minute) Demand
(E)

Rockybank Reservoir (R) Marginal Dam (M) 1000 —

Marginal Dam (M) Freerange (F) 200 200

Marginal Dam (M) Waterlogged (W) 200 200

Marginal Dam (M) Dervishville (D) 300 300

a. Convert the information presented in the table into a network diagram, clearly indicating the
direction and quantity of the flow.

b. Determine the flow capacity of the network.
c. Determine whether the flow through the network is sufficient to meet the demand of all the

towns.

THINK WRITE

a. Construct and label the required number of
vertices. The vertices are labelled with the
names of the source of the flow and the
corresponding quantities are recorded on
the edges. Make the final vertex the
Demand (E).

a.

R M W

F

D

E
1000 200 200

300 300

200 200

b. 1. Examine the flow into and out of the
Marginal Dam vertex. Record the smaller
of the two at the vertex. This is the
maximum flow through this point in the
network.

b.

R M W

F

D

1000 200

300

200
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Even though it is possible for the reservoir to
send 1000 kL/min (in theory), the maximum
flow that the dam can pass on is 700 kL/min
(the minimum of the inflow and the sum of
the capacities of the edges leaving the dam).

2. In this case the maximum flow through
Marginal Dam is also the maximum flow of
the entire network.

Maximum flow is 700 kL/min.

c. 1. Determine that the maximum flow through
Marginal Dam meets the total flow
demanded by the towns. Add all the values
in the demand column of the table to get the
demand.

c.

M W

F

D

E
200 200

300 300

200 200

Flow through Marginal Dam = 700 kL/min
Flow demanded = 200 + 300 + 200

= 700 kL/min
2. If the requirements of step 1 are able to be

met, then determine that the flow into each
town is equal to the flow demanded by
them.

By inspection of the table, all town inflows
equal town demands (capacity of edges
leaving the town vertices).

Note: In Worked example 8 there does not exist a location called Demand (E). It is preferable for a network
diagram to have both a single source and a single sink, so the vertex Demand (E) has been included to
simplify the diagram. Worked example 8 is a simple case of a network in which the direction and quantity
of flow are evident. Such a network diagram allows for analysis of the flow in the network; it allows us to
see if various edges in the network are capable of handling the required flow.

Interactivity Network flow (int-6287)

11.4.2 Excess flow capacity
• Consider what would happen to the system if

Rockybank Reservoir continually discharged
1000 kL/min into Marginal Dam while its output
remained at 700 kL/min.

• Such flow networks enable future planning.
Future demand may change, the population may
grow or a new industry that requires more
water may come to one of the towns. Worked
example 9 examines such a case.

Excess flow capacity is the surplus of the capacity of an edge less the flow into the edge.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 9

Use the information contained in Worked example 8 for this worked example. A new dairy
factory, Creamydale (C), is to be set up on the outskirts of Dervishville. The factory will require
250 kL/minof water.
a. Determine whether the original flow to Dervishville is sufficient.
b. If the answer to part a is no, is there sufficient flow capacity into Marginal Dam to allow for a

new pipeline to be constructed directly to the factory to meet their demand?
c. Determine the maximum flow through the network if the new pipeline was constructed.

THINK WRITE

a. 1. Add the demand of the new factory to
Dervishville’s original flow requirements. If
this value exceeds the flow into Dervishville
then the new demand cannot be met.

a.

R M W

F

D

E
1000 200 200

300 300 + 250

200 200

2. The new requirements exceed the flow. The present network is not capable of
meeting the new demands.
M

D

E

300 550

b. 1. Reconstruct the network including a new
path for the factory after Marginal Dam.

b.

R M W

F

D

C

E
100

300

250 250

300

200

200 200

200

2. Add all outflow paths from M together to
find the outflow of vertex M.

Marginal Dam inflow = 1000
Marginal Dam outflow
= 200 + 200 + 300 + 250
= 950

R M W

F

D

C

1000

300

200

200

250

3. Determine if the flow is sufficient for a new
pipeline to be constructed.

There is excess flow capacity of 300 into
Marginal Dam, which is greater than the
250 demanded by the new factory. The
existing flow capacity to Marginal Dam is
sufficient.
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c. This answer can be gained from part b step 2
above.

c. The maximum flow through the new
network is 950 kL/min.

The maximum flow through most simple networks can be determined using these observational methods,
but more complex networks require an algorithm or method that guarantees the maximum flow can be
achieved every time.

11.4.3 The maximum-flow minimum-cut theorem
Maximum-flow minimum-cut algorithms are frequently used to program computer networks. These
algorithms can also be used to solve problems in electrical engineering, hydraulic design, airline timetable
scheduling and many other technical areas.

When applying the maximum-flow minimum-cut algorithm, it is necessary to ensure that the network
meets the following three requirements:
• The network is weighted and directed; that is, there is no inflow and there is no outflow.
• All edges connected to the source are leaving the source.
• All edges connected to the sink are entering the sink.

The maximum-flow minimum-cut theorem states that:
• The maximum flow through any weighted network can be calculated by finding the

minimum cut set that is necessary to separate the source from the sink.
• The edges that both sets share have to be leaving the vertices of the source set in order

to be included in the value of the cut set.

Maximumflow = weight of theminimumcut set

• To make a cut, break the
network into two sets of
vertices, where one set of
vertices (A) contains the source
and the other set of vertices (B)
contains the sink.

5

3

A

C

G

Source

Set A

Set B

4

3

4

2

3

E 8

F
Sink

B D

6

• The cut set is the set of edges
that are in both set A and set B.

• The capacity of a cut set is the
sum of the weights of the
edges in the cut set.

• The minimum cut set is the
sum of the weights of the cut
set that has the smallest value.

• For example, in the diagram shown:
Set A = [A,B,C,D,G]
Set B = [E,F]

Cut set = [DE,CE,GF].
The capacity of the cut set is 9. This cut set is the minimum cut set; therefore, the maximum flow is 9.
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Interactivity Network flow cuts (int-6288)

WORKED EXAMPLE 10

For the weighted network below, find:
a. the capacity of each cut set
b. the capacity of the minimum cut set and maximum flow through the network.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

Source

B

THINK WRITE

a. 1. The 9 drawings shown
are just some of the cut
capacities. Start with the
source (vertex A). Circle
the vertex to find all the
edges that exit vertex A.
Colour the edges blue
that are either
completely inside the
circle or completely
outside the circle.
Colour the cut set edges
pink. Add the capacity
of the edges that are
pink: this is the capacity
of the cut set.

Continue this process,
finding all the
combinations of vertices
that include the source
(vertex A), and exclude
any combinations that
include the sink
(vertex F).

a.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

Source

B

Capacity of {A} = 6 + 4 + 2 = 12

2. Circle vertices A and B.
Follow the same process
as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

Source

B

Capacity of {A, B} = 6 + 2 + 3 + 5 = 16
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3. Circle vertices A and C.
Follow the same process
as in step 1.

Notice that edge BC is
not included because it
is entering the cut.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

Source

B

Cut set capacity of {A, C} = 6 + 4 + 7 = 17

4. Circle vertices A, B and
C. Follow the same
process as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

B

Source

Capacity of {A, B, C} = 6 + 7 + 5 = 18

5. Circle vertices A, C and
D. Follow the same
process as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

Source

B

Capacity of {A, C, D} = 4 + 7 + 4 = 15

6. Circle vertices A, B, C
and D. Follow the same
process as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

B

Source

Capacity of {A, B, C, D} = 4 + 7 + 5 = 16Pdf_Folio:417
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7. Circle vertices A, B, C,
D and E. Follow the
same process as in
step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

B

Source

Capacity of {A, B, C, D, E} = 4 + 7 + 3 = 14

8. Circle vertices A, C and
E. Follow the same
process as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

B

Source

Capacity of {A, C, E} = 6 + 7 + 4 + 3 = 20

9. Circle vertices A and D.
Follow the same process
as in step 1.

C

D

E

2

4

3

5

7

4

F Sink

3

6

A

B

Source

Capacity of {A, D} = 4 + 2 + 4 = 10

b. 1. There are 16
combinations of letters
A, B, C, D and E. Each
combination has a cut
capacity.

b. {A} = 12
{A, B} = 16
{A, C} = 17
{A, D} = 10
{A, E} = 14
{A, B, C} = 18
{A, B, D} = 14
{A, B, E} = 14
{A, C, D} = 15
{A, C, E} = 20
{A, D, E} = 13
{A, B, C, D} = 16
{A, B, C, E} = 16
{A, B, D, E} = 12
{A, C, D, E} = 18
{A, B, C, D, E} = 14Pdf_Folio:418
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2. State the answer. The minimum cut set/maximum flow is {A, D}, with a
capacity of 10.

Units 3 & 4 Topic 7 Sequence 1 Concept 3

Loans, investments and annuities Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 11.4 Network flow

1. WE 8 Consider the information presented in the following flow table.

From To Flow capacity

A B 100

A C 200

B C 50

C D 250

D E 300

a. Convert the information into a network diagram, clearly indicating the direction and quantity of
the flow.

b. Determine the flow capacity.
c. Determine whether the flow through the network is sufficient to meet the demand

2. Consider the information presented in the following flow table.

From To Flow capacity

R S 250

S T 200

T U 100

T E 100

U E 50

a. Convert the information into a network diagram, clearly indicating the direction and quantity of
the flow.

b. Determine the flow capacity.
c. Determine whether the flow through the network is sufficient to meet the demand

3. Consider the information presented in the following flow table.

From To Flow capacity

M N 20

M Q 20

N O 15

N R 5

Q R 10

O E 12

R E 12
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a. Convert the information into a network diagram, clearly indicating the direction and quantity of the
flow.

b. Determine the flow capacity.
c. Determine whether the flow through the network is sufficient to meet the demand

4. Consider the information presented in the following flow table.

From To Flow capacity

D F 8

D G 8

G H 5

G J 3

F H 2

F J 6

J E 8

H E 8

a. Convert the information into a network diagram, clearly indicating the direction and quantity
of the flow.

b. Determine the flow capacity.
c. Determine whether the flow through the network is sufficient to meet the demand.

5. For vertex B in the network at right, state

A

B

C

D

27 34

23 16
a. the inflow at B
b. the edge capacities flowing out of B
c. the outflow from B.

6. For vertex B in the network at right, state

A C

B

D

E

4

5

3

3

4

2

2
6

a. the inflow at B
b. the edge capacities flowing out of B
c. the outflow from B.

7. Consider the information presented in the following network diagrams.
a.

A C

B

D

E

4

5

3

3

4
2

2
6

b.

A C

B

D

E

4

5

3

3

4
2

2
6

c.

A C

B

D

E

4

5

3

3

4
2

2
6

d.

A

C

B

D

E

4

5

3

7

3

8

2 6

For each network diagram:
i. convert the information into a flow table
ii. calculate the capacity of the network.
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8. Consider the tables below. New flows have been added to the flow tables from questions 1– 4.
a. From To Flow capacity

A B 100

A C 200

B C 50

C D 250

D E 300

B E 100

b. From To Flow capacity

R S 250

S T 200

T U 100

T E 100

U E 50

S T 100

c. From To Flow capacity

M N 20

M Q 20

N O 15

N R 5

Q R 10

O E 12

R E 12

N E 5

d. From To Flow capacity

D F 8

D G 8

G H 5

G J 3

F H 2

F J 6

J E 8

H E 8

D E 10
For each table

i. convert this information into new network diagrams
ii. calculate the new network flow capacities.

9. MC Referring to question 8c, the outflow from N is
A. 5. B. 20. C. 15. D. 25.

10. WE 9,10 Refer to the weighted network shown and answer the
following questions.

7

Sink

Source

8

8

9

108

4

10 7

A

F

C

D

E

B

a. Calculate the capacity of each cut set.
b. Draw a diagram showing the minimum cut set.
c. Calculate the capacity of the minimum cut set and maximum

flow through the network.
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11. Consider the weighted network shown.

7 22

8

9
6

8

5

15

12
10

10

4

Source

Sink

A C E

DJ

F

B

a. Draw three different cut sets for the network, including the minimum cut set.
b. Find the maximum flow for the network.
c. Does more than 1 minimum cut set have the same capacity? If so, how many are there?

12. The network shown has three
sources. 5

6

7

3

6

5

4

3

7

Source

Sink
Source

Source

A

B

D

F

G
E

H

C

a. Will the maximum-flow
minimum-cut theorem operate
correctly in this network?

b. Give an explanation to your
response to part a.

c. What is the maximum flow in
this network?

13. Consider the network shown.
5

6

7

3

6

12

15

3

7

Source

Sink
Source

Source

A

B

D

F

G
E

H

C

a. Will the maximum-flow
minimum-cut theorem operate
correctly in this network?

b. Give an explanation for your
response to part a.

c. What is the maximum flow in
this network?

d. If there are an infinite number of
sources in a directed network,
can you apply the maximum-flow
minimum-cut theorem? Explain.
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14. The network shown has one
source and two sinks.

Sink

Sink

Source

10

12

7

8

3

1

4

7

B
D

F

G

EC

A

a. Will the maximum-flow
minimum-cut theorem
operate correctly in this
network?

b. Give an explanation for your
response to part a.

c. What is the maximum flow in this network?
d. If there are an infinite number of sinks in a directed network, can you apply the maximum-flow

minimum-cut theorem? Explain.
15. A car manufacturing parts company (Rac Inc.) has to deliver various numbers of parts to their

distribution centres around Australia and 1000 parts to their final distribution location in Europe (see
network below).

2000

1000

1500

1000

1000

1000

300
Manufacturing plant Distribution centre

200

400

400

800

800

800

800

A

B

G

H
J

I

F

C

E

D

a. According to the distribution network, will it be possible to achieve this goal?
b. If you answered ‘Yes’ in part a, what is the number of parts that will be delivered to Europe?

If you answered ‘No’ in part a, what is the number of parts that will be delivered to Europe?
c. If you have a surplus in part b, how can you reduce the number of parts to 1000?

If you have a shortage in part b, how can you increase the number of parts to 1000?
(If necessary, draw a new network to show the change(s) used to meet the 1000-part limit.)

16. The network at right represents the electricity usage
of three cities in megawatt-hours (MWh). The power
station that supplies electricity to these cities can produce
2000MWh. 800

600

Power station

Substations

Cities
700

500

500

500

300

300

200

200

B

F

G

H

E

A

C

D

a. What is the maximum number of hours the three
cities are using?

b. If you can only change the distribution of electricity
to the substations, how can you ensure that the three
cities will receive a total of 2000MWh? Draw a picture
of your new network. (Hint: You can use any
numbers for AB, AC, AD, or AE to achieve your goal.)
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11.5 Bipartite graphs and the Hungarian algorithm
11.5.1 Bipartite graphs

Supermarket 1

Supermarket 2

Supermarket 3

Supermarket 4

Truck 3

Truck 2

Truck 1

Network flow problems involve, for example, the analysis of traffic
flow or water flow in a particular direction. In many situations, it is
important to analyse the flow through each path in the network and
ensure that each edge is used to capacity. For example, a transport
company has three large trucks which deliver to four supermarkets,
so that each supermarket gets the necessary supplies, regardless of
the truck used. This type of problem is called an allocation problem
as each truck has to be allocated a supermarket to ensure the most
cost or time effective means of delivering the goods.

can be useful to solve this type of problem.
The trucks can be considered to be the supply vertices and the
supermarket the demand vertices.

A bipartite graph can be split into two groups of vertices; supply and demand, where no two vertices in
the same group share an edge.

Consider the bipartite graph below which illustrates the situation mentioned above. In this case, each
truck can deliver to all three supermarkets but if the graph is weighted, then there may be differences in the
distance each truck may need to travel and hence the cost of each delivery may differ.

WORKED EXAMPLE 11

The following table lists four customers and the four menu items offered at a pop-up bakery.

Customer Menu items

Jackie Croissant, pizza roll

Billy Pizza roll, donut

Christine Croissant, pizza roll, sausage roll

Wally Sausage roll

a. Represent this information as a bipartite graph.
b. Determine whether the following statements are true or false.

1. Jackie purchases more items than Christine.
2. Between Christine and Billy, all menu items are chosen.
3. Between Jackie and Billy, more menu items are chosen than by Christine.

THINK WRITE

a. List the students down the left-hand side
and the menu items down the right-hand
side. Link the students with the menu
items according to the table.

a. Croissant

Pizza roll

Donut

Sausage roll

Christine

Billy

Jakie

Wally
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b. 1. Determine the truth of statement 1. b. Jackie purchases only 2 items, Christine
purchases 3, so the statement is false.

2. Determine the truth of statement 2. Christine purchases a croissant, pizza roll and
sausage roll. Billy purchases a pizza roll and a
donut. Their choices include all 4 menu items.
The statement is true.

3. Determine the truth of statement 3. Christine chooses 3 of the menu items and
between Jackie and Billy 3 menu items are
chosen.
The statement is false.

11.5.2 The assignment or allocation problem
In an office in the city there are four employees and four tasks that need to be completed. Each person can
do the task in a different amount of time. What is the best way for their manager to allocate these tasks, one
per person, so that the time can be minimised? This is known as optimal allocation.

In the general case the jobs and people can be put in an allocation matrix similar to the one below.

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4

Employee 1 10 4 9 6

Employee 2 8 11 10 7

Employee 3 6 8 7 9

Employee 4 8 5 3 9

Employee 1 would take 10 hours to complete Task 1, 4 hours to complete Task 2, 9 hours to complete
Task 3 and 6 hours to complete Task 4 and so on.

Worked example 12 demonstrates the process of using row reduction to determine the optimal allocation.

WORKED EXAMPLE 12

In an office in the city there are four employees and four tasks that need to be completed. The
times taken by each employee to do the four jobs are given in the following table. Determine the
optimal allocation and hence state the minimum time.

Task A Task B Task C Task D

Employee 1 10 4 9 6

Employee 2 8 11 10 7

Employee 3 6 8 7 9

Employee 4 8 5 3 9
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THINK WRITE

1. Set up the matrix of employees against
tasks. A B C D

1 10 4 9 6

2 8 11 10 7

3 6 8 7 9

4 8 5 3 9

2. Perform row reduction by locating the
smallest value in each row and subtracting
it from all numbers in that row.
The smallest number in Row 1 is 4.
The smallest number in Row 2 is 7.
The smallest number in Row 3 is 6.
The smallest number in Row 4 is 3.

A B C D

1 6 0 5 2

2 1 4 3 0

3 0 2 1 3

4 5 2 0 6

3. Cover all the zeroes with the smallest
number of straight lines; horizontal or
vertical but not diagonal.
If the number of lines equals the number
of tasks continue to the next step.
If the number of lines does not equal the
number of tasks, another method of
allocation will need to be used.

There are four lines and four tasks.

4. Draw a bipartite graph, where the zeroes
connect the employee to the tasks.

A

B

C

D

3

2

1

4

5. Write the possible allocations and
determine the minimum number of hours
required.

There is only one possible allocation.
1 → B
2 → D
3 → A
4 → C
Total time: 4 + 7 + 6 + 3 = 20 hours

6. Write the answer. The minimum time to complete the 4 tasks is
20 hours.
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11.5.3 The Hungarian algorithm
When the number of zeroes does not equal the number of tasks after the first row reduction, the Hungarian
algorithm needs to be used.

The Hungarian algorithm involves the following steps:
Step 1: Subtract the row minimum from each row.
Step 2: Subtract the column minimum from each column.
Step 3: Cover all zeroes with a minimum number of lines.
• If the number of lines equals the number of tasks, draw a bipartite graph and allocate the tasks.
• If the number of lines is less than the number of tasks, continue to Step 4.

Step 4: Find the smallest uncovered number. Subtract this number from all uncovered elements and add it
to all elements that are covered twice.

Step 5: Cover all zeros with a minimum number of lines. If the number of lines equals the number of
tasks, draw a bipartite graph and allocate tasks.

WORKED EXAMPLE 13

Four workers need to be allocated to four tasks. The time required for each worker for each task
is summarised in the table below. Use the Hungarian algorithm to minimise the time required to
complete the tasks by allocating one job to each worker.

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4

Worker 1 80 81 67 90

Worker 2 75 35 47 90

Worker 3 9 67 3 84

Worker 4 6 7 96 21

THINK WRITE

1. Set up the matrix of employees against tasks.
T1 T2 T3 T4

W1 80 81 67 90

W2 75 35 47 90

W3 9 67 3 84

W3 6 7 96 21

2. Perform row reduction by locating
the smallest value in each row and subtracting it
from all numbers in that row.
The smallest number in Row 1 is 67.
The smallest number in Row 2 is 35.
The smallest number in Row 3 is 3.
The smallest number in Row 4 is 6.
Only 3 lines are required to cover the zeros, so
continue to the Hungarian algorithm.

T1 T2 T3 T4

W1 13 14 0 23

W2 40 0 12 55

W3 6 64 0 81

W4 0 1 90 15
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3. Perform a column reduction by subtracting the
smallest number in each column from all the
numbers in the column.
The smallest number in Column 1 is 0.
The smallest number in Column 2 is 0.
The smallest number in Column 3 is 0.
The smallest number in Column 4 is 15.

T1 T2 T3 T4

W1 13 14 0 8

W2 40 0 12 40

W3 6 64 0 66

W4 0 1 90 15

4. Cover all the zeroes with the smallest number of
straight lines; horizontal or vertical but not
diagonal.

If the number of lines does not equal the number
of tasks, continue to Step 5.

There are only 3 lines and four tasks.

5. The smallest uncovered number is 6. Subtract 6
from all uncovered elements and add it to all
elements that are covered twice.

The smallest uncovered number is 6.

T1 T2 T3 T4

W1 7 8 0 2

W2 40 0 18 40

W3 0 58 0 60

W4 0 1 96 15

6. Cover all zeroes with a minimum number of lines.

There are four lines and four tasks.

7. Draw a bipartite graph, where the zeroes connect
the employee to the tasks.

T1

T2

T3

T4

W3

W2

W1

W4
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8. Write the possible allocations and determine the
minimum number of hours required.

Worker 1 is allocated Task 3.
Worker 2 is allocated Task 2
Worker 3 is allocated Task 1 (Task 3
is already allocated)
Worker 4 is allocated Task 4 (Task 1
is already allocated.
67 + 35 + 9 + 21 = 132 hours.

9. Write the answer. The minimum time required to
complete all tasks is 132 hours.

In Worked example 13, the objective was to minimise the time. Some problems require a maximum to be
determined. In this process, all elements in the matrix are subtracted from the largest one first. From then
on, the procedure is the same as that set out in Worked example 13.

Units 3 & 4 Area 7 Sequence 1 Concept 4

Loans, investments and annuities Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 11.5 Bipartite graphs and the Hungarian algorithm

1. WE11 Five customers (Will, Penny, Fan, Roya and Su Yi) go to the local fish and chip shop for dinner
and place the orders as shown in the table. [!htbp]

Diner Dishes

Will Fish, chips

Penny Chips

Fan Fish, potato cakes, dim sims

Roya Potato cakes dim sims

Su Yi Chips, dim sims

a. Represent this information as a bipartite graph
b. Determine whether the following statements are true or false.

1. Will and Penny between them have more different items than Fan and Roya.
2. Fan and Roya together have tried all the options.
3. Roya and Su Yi between them have more variety than Penny and Fan.
4. Penny and Fan between them have more variety than Roya and Su Yi.

2. Four visitors on a tour to Europe have a choice of five countries to visit. The countries are France,
Germany, Italy, Spain and Ireland, they can visit as many of these countries as they wish. Sally decides
to visit Italy and Germany, but not the others. Joe decides to spend all his time in France. Mike wants to
see Germany, Spain and Ireland. Genevieve is keen to visit all of the countries on this trip.
a. Why is a bipartite graph suitable to represent this information?
b. Draw a bipartite graph to represent the information.
c. What is the degree of the vertex representing Mike?
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3. Five teachers can teach a variety of five subjects as indicated
by the bipartite graph.

Science

Textiles

Art

PE

Ms Tran

Mr Ring

Ms Bell

Mr Pho

CeramicsMs Jules

Are the following statements True or false?
a. Ms Bell and Ms Tran can teach all five subjects

between them
b. Mr Ring and Ms Tran, in total, can teach more subjects

than Ms Bell and Ms Jules
c. Ms Bell and Ms Tran each teach the same number of subjects
d. Ms Bell and Mr Pho, in total teach fewer subjects than

Mr Ring and Ms Tran
e. Ms Jules teaches fewer subjects than all other teachers.

4. WE12 A shipping company has 4 ships that deliver fuel to four
different oil rigs lying off shore. The times taken by
each ship to do the four deliveries are given in the following table.
Determine the optimal allocation and hence state the minimum
time required to complete all four deliveries.

Rig A Rig B Rig C Rig D

Ship 1 16 14 20 13

Ship 2 15 16 17 16

Ship 3 19 13 13 18

Ship 4 22 26 20 24

For questions 5 and 6, perform row reduction on the matrices, which represent times (in hours),
and attempt an optimal allocation for the minimum time. State the minimum time.

5. [
5 2 6
1 3 4
2 4 1

]

6.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

5 4 8 4
10 5 7 6
6 7 8 9
5 9 4 6

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

7. WE13 Four workers need to be allocated to four tasks. The time required for each worker for each task
is summarised in the table below. Use the Hungarian algorithm to minimise the time required to
complete the tasks by allocating one job to each worker.

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4

Worker 1 7 10 10 5

Worker 2 11 10 10 8

Worker 3 5 10 7 4

Worker 4 6 9 9 7
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8. Four delivery vans need to deliver to four different supermarkets. The distance of the four drivers from
each of the four supermarkets are given in the table below. If the drivers take their loaded vans home in
the evening before the delivery day, use the optimal allocation method to minimise the total distance
travelled by the vans to reach all four supermarkets.

S1 S2 S3 S4
Driver1
Driver2
Driver3
Driver4

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

7 25 21 6
13 31 8 16
23 19 16 15
22 29 24 10

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

9. A florist wishes to purchase peonies, roses and lillies for three bouquets from three different flower
wholesalers. The peonies cost $40, $55 and $60 from the three stores, the roses cost $65, $60 and $70
and the lillies cost $45, $50 and $40. Determine the optimal allocation for the flower order.

10. Consider the matrix below.

[
8 4 8
4 4 6
7 6 6

]

The total value of the optimal allocation is:
A. 9. B. 11. C. 14. D. 16.

11. Perform an optimal allocation on the following matrices. by conducting in order each of the following
until the allocation is complete. State the minimum value.
i. Row reduction
ii. Column reduction
iii. The Hungarian algorithm

a. [
20 18 13
21 16 18
25 28 26

]

b.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

20 30 40 50
60 20 30 60
50 40 50 20
10 70 40 60

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

12. A large holiday park has four maintenance workers and four tasks that need one person to complete
each morning.

The time it takes each of the workers to complete the four tasks is summarised in the table below.

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4

Worker 1 50 60 70 80

Worker 2 90 50 60 90

Worker 3 80 70 80 30

Worker 4 30 100 70 90

a. Perform row and column reduction.
b. Perform the Hungarian algorithm
c. Display allocations using a bipartite graph.
d. Determine the optimal allocation and the total time required to complete all four tasks.
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13. Four swimmers are to compete in a medley relay. During training each swimmer has swum each leg of
the relay and their times have been recorded in the table below.

Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3 Leg 4

Mary 2 4 3 5

Jenny 3 5 3 4

Pauline 2 3 4 2

Jacinta 2 4 2 3

Determine the optimal allocation and the minimum time to complete the race.

11.6 Review: exam practice
A summary of this chapter is available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at
www.jacplus.com.au

Simple familiar
Questions 1 to 4 refer to the following table.

Activity Time Immediate predecessor

A 12 —

B 11 A

C 13 —

D 24 C

E 11 D, B

F 21 E

1. MC Using the table above, the activities that come before activity E are
A. D and B. B. A,D and B. C. A,B,C and D. D. A,C and D.

2. MC The correct diagram for the table above is
A.

C, 13

A, 12 B, 11

D, 24

E, 11 F, 21 B.

C, 13

A, 12 B, 11

D, 24

E, 11 F, 21

C.

C, 13

A, 12 B, 11

D, 24

E, 11 F, 21 D.

C, 13

A, 12 B, 11

D, 24

E, 11 F, 21

E. None of the above.

3. MC The earliest start time for activity E is
A. 23. B. 24. C. 30. D. 37.

4. MC The earliest completion time for the network is:
A. 56. B. 55. C. 68. D. 69.
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Questions 5 to 10 refer to the following table.

B, 4

F,2

C, 6

A, 5 D, 8

E, 5

5. MC Which of the following is an immediate predecessor to E?
A. E B. C C. D D. B

6. MC The earliest finishing time for activity C is:
A. 6 B. 8 C. 4 D. 5

7. MC The earliest finishing time for activity D is:
A. 11 B. 12 C. 13 D. 14

8. MC The latest starting time for activity E is:
A. 9 B. 10 C. 11 D. 12

9. MC The float time for activity C is:
A. 7 B. 5 C. 3 D. 2

Questions 10 and 11 refer the following matrix.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

15 11 16 6
13 5 2 12
4 2 11 14
12 7 12 10

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

10. MC which of the following is the row-reduced matrix for the matrix show above?

A.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

9 5 10 0
11 3 2 10
2 0 9 12
5 0 5 5

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

B.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

11 6 14 0
9 3 0 6
0 0 9 8
8 5 10 4

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

C.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

9 5 10 0
11 3 0 10
2 0 9 12
5 0 5 3

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

D.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

9 5 10 6
11 3 2 10
2 2 9 12
7 5 5 5

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

11. MC After column reduction is performed to the matrix obtained in question 10, the resultant matrix is

A.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

7 5 10 0
9 3 0 10
0 0 9 12
3 0 5 3

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

B.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

7 3 8 1
9 1 0 5
0 0 7 7
5 3 3 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

C.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

7 5 8 0
9 3 0 10
0 0 7 12
3 0 3 5

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

D.

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

11 6 14 0
9 3 0 6
0 0 9 8
8 5 10 4

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦
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Complex familiar
12. MC The network flow table and chart below show the project times (in weeks) for constructing a

backyard swimming pool.
The charts below represent proposed crash times for the construction of the pool. Which chart

represents crash times that will reduce the earliest completion date?

9

13

10 5

14

8

A

B

C D

E

Phase Time (weeks)

A–B 8

A–C 14

B–C 9

C–E 10

C–D 13

E–D 5

A. Phase Time
(weeks)

Crash time
(weeks)

A– B 8 0

A– C 14 2

B– C 9 0

C– E 10 0

C– D 13 2

E– D 5 0

B. Phase Time
(weeks)

Crash time
(weeks)

A– B 8 2

A– C 14 0

B– C 9 0

C– E 10 2

C– D 13 0

E– D 5 0

C. Phase Time
(weeks)

Crash time
(weeks)

A– B 8 0

A– C 14 3

B– C 9 0

C– E 10 0

C– D 13 2

E– D 5 0

D. Phase Time
(weeks)

Crash time
(weeks)

A– B 8 0

A– C 14 0

B– C 9 1

C– E 10 0

C– D 13 2

E– D 5 0

13. A team of four — Barnie, Ruth, Shelley and Carlos have been selected, to play four holes of golf for a
social event for their workplace. Each member of the team will play one of the holes. Their scores for
their previous rounds of golf for these four holes have been summarised in the table below.

Hole 1 Hole 2 Hole 3 Hole 4

Barnie 5 7 5 9

Ruth 6 10 10 7

Shelley 7 5 3 8

Carlos 7 8 8 9Pdf_Folio:434
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a. Perform a row reduction on the matrix formed from this table.
b. Perform a column reduction on the matrix from part a.
c. Apply the Hungarian algorithm if necessary.
d. State the optimal team for this event.

14. The following network diagram is a representation of the processes required to build a tennis court
(times in hours).

I

20

5

3

3
3

10

6

5

412

7

7

8

A

B

J

D E

H

GFC

a. Draw a table to represent the different phases of the project.
b. Find the critical path.
c. What is the earliest completion time?
d. If you crash phase A– H by 2 hours, will this change the earliest completion time?
e. What is the maximum number of hours you can crash path A– C– I– G– H without creating a new

critical path?
f. What is the minimum number of hours needed to crash path A– C– I-G– H in order to create a new

critical path? What is the new critical path?
15. The earliest completion time for the project represented in the network below has to be reduced by

2 hours.

8

7

456

9
4 3

A

B

D

C F

E

G

a. Create a table to represent the different phases of the project and their times.
b. Create a table showing how you can reduce the earliest completion time by 2 hours.
c. If your colleague created a crashing table for this same project, would their table be identical to your

table? Explain.
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16. Answer the following questions for the
network shown. 8

6
4

12

10

14

15

12
44

SinkSource A

F

B

E

D C

a. What is the maximum flow in the network?
b. Would the maximum flow change if the

capacity for AF was infinite? Why or
why not?

c. Would the maximum flow change if the
capacity for EC was infinite? Why or
why not?

17. A Lepidoptera and Arachnid building is to be
set up at the zoo. The floor plan is shown at
right. The building is to be designed so that
people can flow through in only one direction.
Each doorway will open only one way and is
designed to ensure that there is no mixing of the
exhibits.

Arachnids
(Spiders)

Arachnids
(Scorpions)

Butterflies
(Rainforest)

Butterflies
(Temperate)

Moths

Tour
information

Glow-
worms
(Caves)

Exit

Entry

a. Draw the doors leading from one section to the next,
clearly indicating in which direction they open.
(The entry and exit doors have been completed
for you.)

An analysis of the flow of visitors through various exhibits at similar zoos in other cities has provided
the following table.

Section from Section to Arrival rate (number of people per minute)

Entry Tour information 12

Tour information Rainforest butterflies 13

Rainforest butterflies Temperate butterflies 12

Temperate butterflies Months 2

Temperate butterflies Glow-worms 4

Temperate butterflies Arachnids 2

Months Glow-worms 4

Glow-worms Spiders 6

Spiders Scorpions 5

Scorpions Exit 12

b. If the doors can be represented by an
edge (A) with a capacity of 12, convert the
information given in the table and plan into
a network flow diagram using letters A– J.

c. Analyse the inflows, capacities and
outflows, and then describe what would
happen to the number of people in the
rainforest butterflies’ room.

d. At what rate should people be admitted
so that they can flow smoothly through
the building?
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18. Answer the following
questions for the weighted
network shown.

8

8

89

25

14

13

10

15

18

6

Sink

Source

Source

D

C

A

B

E

G

F

H

a. Draw a diagram showing
the minimum cut set.
(Hint: There are two
sources.)

b. Calculate the capacity of
the minimum cut
set/maximum flow
through the network.

19. Compare the two networks below.

Source 1

Source 2

Source 3

8

15
9

6

11

12

A

B

C

E

D

F

8

Source

9

6

11
15

12
∞

∞

∞

A

B

C

E

D

F

a. Do they have the same maximum flow?
b. Explain your answer to part a.
c. Can you make a general statement about multiple sources?

20. A spy is about to send a timely message from
Australia to an important contact in Russia.
The network at right represents the flow of
information among his contacts. Australian
security officers want to find the most efficient
way to reduce the spy’s dissemination of the
information to his final contact. The security
officers do not have the time to prevent the
spy from sending the initial message. What is
the minimum number of people they need
to intercept to prevent the message from
reaching the final contact?

Final contact

Spy A

B

G

M

K

H

I

O

J

N

L

C

E

D

F
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Answers
Topic 11 Networks and decision
mathematics
Exercise 11.2 Critical paths
1. a.

A

B

C

b.

F

D E G

2. a.

H

B EA J I

DC

F G

b. PO

S T

X Z

N

R

Y

WVU

Q

3. a.

A, 2

C, 4

G, 10 H, 12

F, 5

E, 3D, 5

B, 20

b. 49minutes
4. B
5. D
6. a. Activity Immediate predecessor Time (min)

A − 3

B A 2

C B 5

D A 9

E C, D 6

F E 4

G C, D 8

H C, D 11

b. 23 minutes
c. B, C, E, F and G can be delayed.
d. A–D–HAQ1

7. a. Activity Immediate predecessor Time

A − 3

B − 4

C − 5

D A 6

E B, F 6

F C 8

G D 18

H C, E 8

J C, E 6

AQ2

AQ3

b. A–D–GAQ4

c. and d.
Activity B can be delayed 10 minutes, Activity C can
be delayed 1 minute, Activity E can be delayed
1 minute, Activity F can be delayed 1 minute, Activity
H can be delayed 1 minute and Activity J can be
delayed 3 minutes.

8. B
9. D

10. A
11. a.

A, 10 C, 12

F, 25

B, 15

E, 10 H, 10

G, 6 L, 8 K, 9

J, 11

M, 7

D, 8
25

0

41 52

6149352210

b. 61 minutes
c. A– F– G– J– K
d. B, D, C, E, H, L and M

12. a.
Activity Activity Predecessor Time

(min)

A Chop broccoli 4

B Steam/boil
broccoli

A 8

C Measure cheese A 2

D Measure wet A 2

E Measure dry A 2

F Whisk wet C,D,E 2

G Remove broccoli B 1

H Combine broccoli,
cheese, wet

G 3

I Combine with dry H 3

J Preheat
oven to 180

I 10

K Prepare
muffin tins

I 2

L Spoon mix
into tins

K 5

M Place in hot oven J 25

N Check with
skewer after

25 min

M 1

O Remove from
oven and cool

M 5

Total time 75 min
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b. *See the image at the bottom of the page.

AQ6

c. Minimum completion time = 60min
**See the image at the bottom of the page.

AQ7

d. Float times:
C = 8 − 2 = 6
D = 6− 2 = 4
E = 4− 2 = 2
F = 2− 2 = 0
K = 10− 2 = 8
L = 8− 5 = 3

e. Yes
f. If you add an extra 1minute to C,D and E, they would

form the new critical path because the path C– F would
become 11minutes, causing the earliest completion time
to be 63minutes.

g. Yes.
h. If you add an extra 55minute to C,D and E, they would

form the new critical path because the path C– F would
become 23minutes, causing the earliest completion time
to be 75minutes.

i. If you change L to 9minutes, then K– L becomes the
new critical path at 11minutes, 1 more minute than J.
The new earliest completion time becomes 61minutes.

13. Sample responses can be found in the worked solutions in
the eBookPLUS.

14. a. John should be toasting the buns 3minutes before the
burgers are cooked, so the burger does not get cold
while he is waiting for the buns to toast.

b. ***See the image at the bottom of the page.

AQ8

c. It makes the earliest completion time 3minutes longer
than is needed.

d. 15min
15. a. No. All projects have a critical path. There is a path in

every project that has time associated with its
completion. Therefore, there is always a critical path.

b. Yes. See the following example.

7 5
B

10
D

8
E

18

C
12

A

Exercise 11.3 Critical path analysis with
backward scanning
1. Critical path = B− D

Float times for the non-critical activities:
A: 1minute
C: 1minute
E: 1minute

2. D
3. Critical path = B––F––G

Float time for the non-critical activities:
A: 3 hours D: 5 hours
C: 3 hours E: 5 hours

4. D
5. a. 31 days

b. A– C– E– G
6. D
7. C
8. a. Activity Immediate predecessor Time

A − 12

B A 35

C A 16

D B 20

E C 12

F C 5

G D, E 18

*12.b. B

4

Start
A

C 2
2 2

2
F
G H I

1 3 3

K

2 58

L

25 1 5

O

Finish

NM

10

JE
D

*12.c.

4

CA 2
2 2

2
Start

4

B

8

25

L

5

29

10

19

2

K

33112 1 5 60

Finish
ONM

J

F
G H I

ED

*14.b. Toast buns

Prepare toppings

5

3 1

3

10

1

1

Cook burgersHeat pan

Butter buns Apply condiments

Place burger and toppings on buns
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b.
B, 35 D, 20

E, 12

C, 16

F, 5

G, 18

A, 12

c. 85minutes
d. A– B– D– G
e. 28%

9. C
10. a. ABDEF b. 31weeks

c. ABDEF d. 27weeks
11. a. 29minutes b. B– E– J– N
12. a. 35 days

b. C– F– J– M- Q
c. 3 days

13. a.

D, 7

J, 2E, 5 F, 3

A, 4

B, 7

C, 3

G, 3 H, 5

b. Float times

Activity Times EST FST Float time
AQ9 D 7 0 9 2

E 5 7 14 2

G 3 7 12 2

H 5 10 17 2

14. a. BCFG b. 24 weeks c. 22 weeks
15. a. $44 500 b. $51 000 c. $6500
16. a. Phase Normal time

(weeks)
Crash time
(weeks)

AC 8 0

BC 10 2

CD 7 1

CE 3 0

CF 6 1

DG 5 1

EG 7 0

FG 8 3

b. You can assume that crashing the project further would
cost more money, and increase the risk that major
problems could arise.

c. No
17. a. The main purpose of crashing a project is to save money,

by being more efficient.
b. Crashing a project can save money if done correctly.

However, if the project manager is too aggressive, the
process of crashing can be more expensive than the
original cost projection of the project.

c. The personnel hours increase, thus the salaries paid
increase.
The rental or leasing equipment costs increase.

d. The personnel hours decrease, thus the salaries paid
decreases.
The rental or leasing equipment cost decreases.

e. The material costs stay the same.
f. If the crashing process is too aggressive, mistakes can be

made in the quality of the work. These mistakes can
cause the original project’s expected time to increase,
rather than decrease. These mistakes can also
dramatically increase the cost of the project, because
certain parts of the project may have to be redone, or
fixed.

Exercise 11.4 Network flow
1. a. 100

50
200

250 300

A B

D EC

b. 250
c. This doesn’t meet the demand.

2. a.

50

250 200 100

100

E

S T UR

b. 150
c. This does meet the demand.

3. a.

20

20

Q

12

15 12

5

10

O

M

R

N P

b. 24
c. This does meet the demand.

4. a. AQ11

b. 16
c. This doesn’t meet the demand.

5. a. 23 b. 16 c. 16
6. a. 6 b. 3 c. 3
7. a. i.

From To Flow capacity

A B 4

A C 5

A D 3

B E 3

C B 2

C E 4

D C 2

D E 6

ii. 10
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b. i.
From To Flow capacity

A B 4

A C 5

A D 3

B E 3

B C 2

C E 4

C D 2

D E 6

ii. 11

c. i.
From To Flow capacity

A B 4

A C 5

A D 3

B C 2

B E 3

C D 2

C E 4

D E 6

ii. 12
d. i.

From To Flow capacity

A B 4

A C 7

A D 3

A E 5

B E 3

C E 8

D B 2

D E 6

ii. 18

8. a. i.

50
200

C

300250

100

100

A B

D E

ii. 300

b. i.

50
100

250 200 100

100

S T UR
AQ12

ii. 150
c. i.

20

20

Q

15

5

12

125

10

O

M

R

N
AQ13

ii. 29
d. i.

8

10

8

3

F
2

8

86

5

H

G J

KE

ii. 25
9. D

10. a. F = 18
FA = 15
FC = 17
FD = 17
FB = 18

FAC = 12
FCD = 15
FAB = 19
FAD = 21
FCB = 26

b.

8

9

10 7

Cut set capacity = 12

8

7

4

8 10

Source

Sink

A

F

C

D

E

B

c. Minimum cut set = 12
11. a.

Cut set capacity

for CAE = 29

8 12 10

45

6
9

15 8

10

22
7

Source

Sink

A C E

DJB

F

AQ14
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b. Maximum flow = 29
c. Yes, there are 2: CA, CAE.AQ15

12. a. Yes
b. You have to include the three sources in each cut set.
c. 7

13. a. Yes
b. You have to include the three sources, or set up a

dummy source.
c. 16
d. Yes

14. a. Yes
b. You can set up a dummy sink with the same capacity as

the multiple sinks.
c. 15
d. Yes

15. a. Yes
b. 1700
c. One option is to reduce the path from BC to 300 parts,

though there are many other options.
AQ16

16. a. 1800MW
b.

800

Substations

Power station

700

500

Cities

500

500

200

200

300

600

500

B

F

C

A G

D

H

E

Exercise 11.5 Bipartite graphs and the
Hungarian algorithm
1. a.

Fish

Chips

Potato Cakes

Dim Sims

Penny

Will

Fan

Roya

Su Yi

b. False, False, False, True
2. a. The visitors can be considered the supply vertices and

the countries the demand vertices. No two vertices in
each of these groups share an edge, so a bipartite graph
is suitable.

b. France

Italy

Spain

Germany

Ireland

Joe

Sally

Mike

Genevieve

c. 3
3. a. False

b. True
c. False
d. False AQ17
e. False

4. S1 → D
S2 → A
S3 → B
S4 → C
61 hours.

5. R1 → C2
R2 → C1
R3 → C3
2+ 1+ 1 = 4 hours.

6. R1 → C4
R2 → C2
R3 → C1
R4 → C3
4+ 5+ 6+ 4 = 19 hours.

7. 28 hours
8. 44 kms
9. $140

10. C
11. a. 54

b. 90
12. a. ⎡⎢⎢⎢

⎣

0 10 20 30
40 0 10 40
50 10 50 0
0 70 40 60

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0 10 10 30
40 0 0 40
50 10 40 0
0 70 30 60

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

b. ⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

0 0 0 30
50 0 0 50
50 0 30 0
0 60 20 60

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

c. W1 → T2
W2 → T3
W3 → T4
W4 → T1

or

W1 → T3
W2 → T2
W3 → T4
W4 → T1

d. 210 hours
13. M→ L1

Je→ L3
P→ L2
Ja→ L4
11 minutes
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Exercise 11.6 Review: exam practice
1. C
2. D
3. D
4. D
5. B
6. A
7. D
8. A
9. C

10. C
11. A
12. B
13. a. 0 2 0 4

0 4 4 1

4 2 0 5

0 1 1 2

b. The minimum number of lines needed to cover all zeros
is 4, so all 4 tasks can be allocated.

c. Hungarian algorithm is not necessary.
d. The minimum time is 5+ 7+ 3+ 8 = 23

14. a. Phases Hrs

AB 3

AC 3

AH 20

BJ 12

BD 5

CF 6

CI 10

DE 7

EH

FG

GH 5

IG 8

JE 4

b. ACIGH
c. 26 hours
d. No
e. 3 hours
f. 4 hours will create a second critical path ABJEH but

5 hours will make ABJEH the only critical path.
15. a. Earliest completion time = 25 hrs ABDFG

Phases Hrs

AB 9

AC 6

BD 4

CD 5

DE 3

DF 4

EG 7

FG 8

b. Earliest completion time = 25 hrs ABDFG

Phases Hrs

AB 9

AC 6

BD 4

CD 5

DE 3

DF 4

EG 7

FG 8− 2 = 6 crashed 2 hrs

c. There is a possibility that his/her crash times could be
the same, but there is also a chance that it could be
different.

16. a. 20 = AFBE b. No c. Yes
17. a.

Arachnids

(Spiders)

Arachnids

(Scorpions)

Butterflies

(Rainforest)

Butterflies

(Temperate)

Moths

Tour

information

Glow-

worms

(Caves)Exit

Entry

b.

A, 12 B, 13 C, 12 E, 4

D, 2 G, 

H, 6

I, 5 J, 12

F, 2

AQ20

c. The entries to the rainforest butterflies room are greater
than the number who exit (and enter the temperate
butterflies room), so the room will become increasingly
crowded.

d. 5 people per minute
18. a.

Source

Source
Sink

10

15

6

8

8

8

1813

14

25

9

D

A

C

F

H

G

E

H
1 AQ21

AQ22

b. 32
19. a. Yes

b. Both networks have the same flow of 17.
c. Multiple sources and maximum flow are not affected

when a dummy source with infinite flows enters the
multiple sources.

20. Only two people need to be stopped.
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Author Queries:
AQ1: QUERY the answer in the WS is 23 minutes; which is correct?
AQ2: QUERY this is 5 in the WS; which is correct?
AQ3: QUERY the answer in the WS for H and J is E; which is correct?
AQ4: QUERY the answer in the WS is 27 minutes; which is correct?
AQ5: QUERY the answer in the WS is 61 minutes; which is correct?
AQ6: QUERY these diagrams don’t exactly match the diagrams in the WS (although the info seems to be

the same). Does it matter? Are they both correct? If not, which is?
AQ7: QUERY these diagrams don’t exactly match the diagrams in the WS (although the info seems to be

the same). Does it matter? Are they both correct? If not, which is?
AQ8: QUERY should Butter buns and Toast buns be swapped? they are in the WS (and it makes sense to

toast the buns before buttering).
AQ9: QUERY this is EFT in the WS; which is correct?
AQ10: QUERY this is E in the WS; which is correct?
AQ11: QUERY this is E in the WS; which is correct?
AQ12: QUERY this is E in the WS; which is correct?
AQ13: QUERY this is E in the WS; which is correct?
AQ14: QUERY Qn 11 should have answers for a., b. and c., but answers for a-d were supplied. I’ve

therefore deleted and renumbered the answers. Please check if my changes are correct.
AQ15: QUERY this is CDE in the WS; which is correct?
AQ16:

AQ17: QUERY you’ve changed this to true in the WS; which is correct?

AQ19:

QUERY this is in the WS; which is correct?

AQ20: QUERY this is 6 in the WS; which is correct?
AQ21: QUERY H1 appears here in the WS; which is correct?
AQ2 : QUERY this is blank in the WS; which is correct?

BG

QUERY this is A in the WS; which is correct?

2

AQ1 :8 QUERY you’ve changed this to 180 hours in the WS; which is correct?
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